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through this maze?

Real supports
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News

Welcome to the December newsletter

Can you find the words in this
weather word search?

In this month’s newsletter, you can find out what Real’s
advocacy service is, learn about changes in charging for
social care and discover more about disability history
month. We also have interviews with our new social work
student Philip Kanneh and one of our Engagement and
Communications Workers, Hannah West.
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“In my art I explore my

personal experience of life
and disability. In telling my
own story I hope to touch
on the joys and sorrows
we all share.”
- Nancy Willis
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Our Services

Disability History Month
Disability History Month runs every year from
22nd November to 22nd December. This
annual event highlights the historical struggle
to achieve equality and human rights for
disabled people. The theme for 2017 is
disability and art.

Well it is the season for goodwill and I
do spend a fair part of my working life
complaining, so, today, I will tell you a
story with a happy ending (sorry,
spoilers).

The organiser chose this theme because “we want to examine artists who have
been disabled, artists who have featured disabled people through a social model
lens but also to understand the attitudes existing at different times over history
towards disabled people through their portrayal in Art.”

A couple of weeks ago I was on my way to work and headed to my local DLR
station at East India. I entered the lift and hit the button, the doors closed and
then nothing. The board went dull and nothing responded. I hit the alarm and
outlined the situation to the DLR operations lady – yes we were stuck, no the lift
was still at ground level etc.

One of the amazing artists they are showcasing as part of disability history month
is Alison Lapper. Alison has phocomelia and was born without arms and with
shortened legs. Lapper studied at the University of Brighton and earned a first
class degree in Fine Arts in 1994. She uses photography, computer
graphics and painting in her works, which, as she puts it, ask questions about
physical normality and beauty.

She asked if we were OK (a lady had entered with me). I affirmed we were and
she advised us that the support team would be with us in a matter of minutes as
they were only coming from Poplar. Now, here’s the clever bit, it was about 20
minutes until the DLR team arrived but the operator stayed ‘live’ with us
throughout, reassuring us and giving arrival time updates.

To find out what events are
taking place close to you this
disability history month, visit:

True to their word, the team arrived
and after a couple of minutes of
banging we were released. I did
have to suffer the slight indignity of
crawling along the floor in order to
get to the support rails to stand up (I
had to sit on the floor as I was
unable to stand for the full 20
minutes).

www.ukdhm.org
International day of persons
with disabilities took place on
the 3rd December. Real will be
celebrating this day and
disability history month at our
event on the 7th December.

This could have been much worse, like many people I don’t do well in confined
spaces but experiencing what is clearly a well structured evacuation plan with
well trained staff implementing it, I felt fine throughout. Well done and thanks to
all the DLR staff involved.

Alison Lapper painting one of her artworks

Christmas Closing Times at Real

I would say, we should try and reserve judgement and base it on how well things
do (or don’t) get put right, rather than the original problem. Maybe not only at
Christmas, either !

Real will be closed over the Christmas period from 4pm on Friday 22nd
December 2017 until 10am on Tuesday 2nd January 2018. We will
resume our normal opening hours 10:00 to16:00 from this date onwards.

Article by Rob Johnson
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Meet our new social work student, Philip Kanneh

Real’s advocacy service
Everyone has problems in their lives that range in complexity. You may not know
how to respond to these problems, or may know, but not have the confidence to.
An advocate can provide support in such situations.
Independent advocacy is a service in which people are supported to have their
voice heard, access information, uphold their rights, and explore choices.
Independent advocacy’s core principles are independence, empowerment,
confidentiality, and being client-led. These principles promote equality and
encourage people to stand up for themselves, while maintaining privacy around
personal matters. If they face issues in the future, empowered clients may be
more able to respond themselves, and assist others.

My name is Philip Kanneh. I am a Social Work student on Practice Placement at
Real for six months.

An advocate will support and listen in a non-judgemental manner; they will be
open-minded, understanding and adaptable to the client’s needs. Under the
client’s guidance and instruction, the advocate can take practical measures to
help. This can include making complaints, writing letters, making phone-calls,
attending meetings, accessing information.

I was initially curious and anxious about the type of placement setting where I
would spend seventy days of Practice Learning. I had a preconceived perception
that the statutory sector was the only appropriate setting for a placement, giving
little or no attention to the volunteering sector.

An advocate will act from the client’s perspective and access relevant information
to help the client make an informed decision and understand the consequences of
any choice. An advocate will not try to influence the client, give advice or make
any decisions on the client’s behalf.

However, in the past five weeks at Real, I have learned the relevance of the
voluntary sector and the complementary role they play in the helping process.
Being in the middle of service delivery, Real liaise with the Tower Hamlets
council and other partner organisations to deliver Direct Payment support,
Advocacy, Advice and Information, and other services to clients free of charge.

Recently, Real’s advocacy service has supported someone who was dealing with
a particularly complicated situation. At the beginning of the case, the client knew
what they wanted but were unsure how to proceed. They were not confident to
take action. The advocate worked closely with the client and explored the options
available. In the early stages, the client would make a choice and then instruct the
advocate to take action, be it writing an email on their behalf, or finding out
information. As the case progressed, the client gained confidence and began to do
much more for themselves. The case is closing soon and the client now makes
decisions independently and takes actions themselves, such as writing emails and
coordinating the case. The client-advocate relationship has reached a point where
the client contacts the advocate simply to give an update on the case.

These worthy projects avail Social Work students like myself opportunities to
learn critical skills that will demonstrate the social work professional capability
framework (PCF) requirements.
Real staff and volunteering team are full of dedicated and highly trained
professionals who are keen on enhancing the learning needs of social work
students. They have always created shadowing opportunities for us and are
willing to have us participate in their various projects.
I have enjoyed my stay so far, and I look forward to acquiring all the skills the
organisation may offer in the next six months.

This is an example of how advocacy can empower someone and increase their
independence without telling them what to do or judging them.
8
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Are you unhappy about the outcome of your
assessment for charging for social care?

How do you see your services helping people in Tower Hamlets?
The Local Voices project has had some great successes since is started,
including making stations and public places more accessible and shaping
services run by the Council in Tower Hamlets.

You all know from previous issues that Real campaigned against the introduction
of charging for social care. The council pressed ahead anyway and, after a long
delay, started issuing assessments from 2 October 2017.

Our disability hate crime project allows local disabled people the opportunity to
access support in reporting hate crime, which can be a very difficult and
emotional experience for individuals. By raising awareness about the issue, we
also hope that we can educate people about what forms disability hate crime can
take, and how to prevent it. This will hopefully reduce incidents of hate crime and
encourage more people to report it if it does happen.

Lots of people have been receiving assessment letters that they don’t think are fair
or contain errors, including:

Earnings - figures appearing on the assessment form with people not knowing
where they came from

How can disabled people access your services?

Benefit allocations - people being assessed as having the wrong benefits or

If you believe you have been a victim of disability hate crime, you can phone in to
find out more about what options are available to you and book an appointment
with one of our hate crime officers. The number to call is 020 7001 2177. You can
also find out more on our website www.real.org.uk/get-support/hatecrime

the wrong amounts

Council tax adjustments - reductions in the council tax deduction compared
to that provided on the financial declaration form with no explanation as to why

Other household expenditure - reductions in the household expenditure

If you are interested in joining the Local Voices network or learning more about
how you can have your voice heard on issues that affect you, please contact Rob
Johnson on 020 2001 2176 or email rob.johnson@real.org.uk

deduction compared to that provided on the financial declaration form with no
explanation as to why

Disability Related Expenditure - people not being supported to calculate this

In the past three months, what work achievement(s) stand out to you?

properly, or having it disallowed without explanation
In September I organised a community safety event at the Osmani Centre. It was
attended by 80 people from a range of organisations. The day started with a
panel discussion about building community cohesion with representatives from
the Police, the Council, Victim Support, Muslim Aid, and Real. We also had
presentations, stalls and workshops. The day was a great success and we built
new partnerships with organisations across the Borough and helped individuals
learn more about topics close to their hearts.

There was also no appeal process.
Working on your behalf to get the system changed
Real has been working really hard over the last six weeks with council officers to
get this situation changed. The council has now:




agreed that they will support and promote Real’s guidance notes on disability
related expenditure. This is important because it’s the area that is hardest to get
right but can make the most difference to how much people get charged; and
set up a new review and appeals process, making it clear how people should try
to get their assessment changed if they feel it’s wrong.

Guidance on all of this can be found at Real’s website at:
www.real.org.uk/charging
Alternatively you can contact the Local Link advice service on 020 7001 2175 or by
emailing local-link@real.org.uk.
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What do you do in your spare time? Do you have any hobbies or hidden
talents that you would like to share?
In my spare time, I do a lot of acting. I am a member of a theatre company and
am working towards my next show ‘1984’ which will take place at the end of
February. I also play guitar and sing so like to channel my creativity whenever I
can.

Next Month we look forward to interviewing Stacey
Peterson
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Working together with you to make change happen

Real Staff Interview

Real is very concerned that people may be cancelling essential care rather than pay
the bills. We strongly urge you not to do this without getting advice, and you can
contact us for support before you cancel any arrangements. We can’t make
promises but we may be able to help.

This month we talk to Hannah West
What is your name?

In any case, we also want to capture the number of people who do withdraw from
getting help. This is because the council said when they introduced charging that it
wouldn’t stop people accessing help. It’s important we have data to show that this is
wrong. This is because the council have agreed that Real can work with them on a
review of charging for social care.

Hannah West
What is your role at Real?
I am one of the Engagement and Communications
Workers

We will keep on working to challenge what we feel is an unfair charge on essential
care, but we need you to work with us to give us the evidence we need. Please let
us know if you need help or advice.

How long have you worked here? And what attracted you to the role?
I have worked at Real for just over a year now. I was attracted to the role because I
had some previous experience working with disabled people, firstly as a teacher in
a school for deaf children in Sri Lanka and secondly as a personal carer for a man
with muscular dystrophy. These experiences made me determined to work towards
equal rights for disabled people, helping them to have choice and control over the
own lives. I had also worked in the field of engagement and communications in
other jobs and loved meeting new people and finding ways to inspire them to take
action and make positive changes in their lives and others.

Real is officially a Disability Confident Employer
Real is very proud that approximately 75% of our client-facing staff have some form
of disability or impairment. We think that this makes us uniquely able to represent
and communicate with the people that we are here to support. People like working
with us because we show genuine empathy with their situations.

What services do you and your team provide?
We are responsible for three project areas. Firstly, we facilitate the Local Voices
project, a Council funded initiative that provides a platform for local disabled people
to shape and influence the services and issues that affect them in Tower Hamlets.
This year we are working on the themes of social care, social inclusion, community
safety, transport and accessibility.

I lead one of our other projects which is about disability hate crime. Real is a third
party reporting centre, which means if you have experienced harassment or hate
crime because of your disability and don’t want to report it directly to the Police, we
can support you in the process of reporting it and accessing other support services
you may need. As part of the project we run workshops and trainings to educate the
wider community and frontline staff on what disability hate crime is and what they
can do to prevent it and report it.
My team is also responsible for managing all the external communications for the
organisation, for example our social media and web content, leaflets, posters and
this newsletter—which we hope you enjoy reading.

Real is now accredited under the second stage of the Disability Confident scheme
run by the DWP as an organisation that is competent at supporting disabled people
into jobs at Real. This scheme is the successor to the old Two Ticks scheme. We’ve
demonstrated that we do a range of activities when recruiting and supporting
disabled employees, including (amongst others):









Actively looking to attract and recruit disabled people
Providing a fully accessible and inclusive recruitment process
Offering an interview to disabled people who meet the minimum criteria for the job
Proactively offering and making reasonable adjustments as required
Ensuring employees have appropriate disability equality awareness
Provide work experience
Providing an environment that is inclusive and accessible for staff, clients and
customers.

Every now and again we recruit for specific roles at Real and when we do we
advertise them at www.real.org.uk/jobs as well as local and national channels.
Alternatively if you are interested in volunteering at Real you can find out more at
about what opportunities are available at Real and develop your skills ready for
employment by visiting www.real.org.uk/volunteer

Finally, we organise Real’s events, including Real’s birthday party which is taking
place this Thursday 7th December, so why not come along, learn more about what
we do and join in the fun.
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